Introduction
In the field of bioinformatics, the tools to analyze biological data have been provided by various institutions. There are many types of data and tools for biological analyses. Many tools are developed for the same or similar analyses. For example, BLAST 2) and FASTA 9) are the tools to search DNA/Protein sequence databases. The number of tools has been increasing year by year and now it becomes huge 3) . Therefore how to deal with them becomes important.
Recently several institutions have started to provide programmatic access to biological databases and analysis tools based on Web service technologies 15) (e.g., XEMBL 16) , open-BQS 12) , Soaplab analysis services 13) , XML Central of DDBJ 7) and the KEGG API 5) ). With these publications of resources as Web services, researchers are making a shift from traditional navigation using hyperlinks through a sequence of Web pages provided by those resources to the use of distributed services such as Web services for experimental design, data analysis and knowledge discovery. Nevertheless it is still difficult to compose distributed services with Web service technology, whether manually or automatically. In order to compose the services, researchers should be familiar with † Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Osaka University some techniques such as programming.
When researchers use analysis tools, some of them should be installed locally, others can be utilized via Web browsers though the support of Web services. Usually, these tools are not used solely in the biological analysis, but used in combination with each other. In the typical case of using tools sequentially, the output data of a certain tool is supplied to an input of another tool. However, particularly, the use of the Web service requires the high leveled programming skills. The hugeness of the number of tools and various ways of using tools are also become the barriers for using several tools together.
In order to solve the problems, workflow management arose as a method of handling analysis tools 1) . Although the workflows are not widely used yet, they will be in the near future, which can be predicted from the situations in the business field, etc. 14) Researchers can combine Web services, local tools and some other resources into workflows. They potentially allow researchers to describe their experimental processes in structured, repeatable and verifiable ways. By using this technique, programming technique is not needed so much. Figure 1 shows an example of workflow. The parentheses with "sequence" and "database" at the top of the workflow are input terminals of the workflow and "multiple alignment" at the bottom of the workflow is an output terminal. The squares with "BLAST" and "ClustalW" are the tools used in this workflow and the parentheses with "seq", "database" and "result" around the tools are input/output ports of the tools. In this case, workflow has two functions "Homology Search" and "Get multiple alignment". These functions are invoked sequentially on the workflow.
The increasing of the number of bioinformatics Web services makes management of workflows more important. When researchers compose workflows, they choose some services for their workflows. At this point, it becomes important factor to consider what service or combination of the services suit for their purpose. In order to help workflow composition, the concept to store and reuse workflows arises 10) . In some repository of bioinformatics domain, researchers are now starting to pile up the collections of workflows. Therefore how to utilize the repository will become important.
As a related work on workflow search and reuse, a vision for reuse of scientific workflows is described by Medeiros, et al. 6) for a closed system. But the paper does not consider the on-line workflows. Also in some workflow composing tools, such as Taverna, implement only search mechanism of tools on a workflow. Thus users cannot search specific workflows from the piled workflows by workflow function. Now many workflow projects aim how to compose a workflow easily. Thus few workflow repositories have been made publicly available and even fewer have similar workflows in them which can be used to evaluate search techniques. Some projects, such as Kepler 4) and Taverna, are building a platform with workflow reuse in mind. Therefore searching and reusing workflow from the on-line repository are important as a next stage.
In this paper, we propose an extraction method of workflows from the piles of workflows by focusing functional similarity. For this purpose, our method uses data types of workflows indicated by data names. By extracting functionally similar workflows, researchers can use them for composing a workflow for their target analysis.
Workflow
In this section, we describe the composition, reuse and search for workflows. In order to refer to that, we also describe the current situations around workflows.
Workflows in Bioinformatics
A workflow is a set of flows of operations and data. It consists of local tools, Web services and data flows. The local tools and Web services are executed according as the description in a workflow. In bioinformatics, workflow techniques are spreading among researchers because of increasing the variation of analysis tools and developing of Web service technologies 8) . Researchers frequently use combinations of several analysis tools on their researches. The connections between those tools are often managed manually (e.g., copy and paste in web pages), and manually management is often cumbersome 1) . Researchers can remove the burden of this management by using workflows. Once researchers have composed a workflow, they can run it as many times as they want. They can also make small changes such as input data or thresholds to the workflow. Workflows run automatically from input to output on workflow engines, therefore even if researchers change parameters on their research, it is easy to do whole process again. Figure 2 shows the basic composition of workflows. A workflow basically consists of "Workflow Input", "Tool", "Workflow Output" (see the left side of Fig. 2 ). "Tool" includes local tools and Web services. "Tool" also has "Input port" and "Output port". Those are connected by the arrows. The arrows indicate data-flows. Then right side of Fig. 2 shows an example. The items at the top of workflow are "Workflow Input". In this figure, "input", "swiss option" are the input terminals of workflow. Workflows basically run by considering these input terminals as the start points. The next items show the input ports of the tool. "file direct data" and "options" show input ports of the "parse ddbj gene info". The next item shows the tool that is "parse ddbj gene info". The tools execute some operations on the workflow and combinations of these tools construct the workflow function. The item "output" below the tool name represents the output port of the tool. The tools make some data as results of their work. Those are passed to next tools or workflow output. The item at the bottom of workflow is "Workflow Output". "output" is the output terminal of the workflow. The workflow outputs are equivalent to workflow results and also those are the end points of the workflow.
Workflow Composition
When researchers make workflow, they have to decide components used in the workflow such as tools. There are two ways to compose workflows mainly. One is to use programming languages such as Java. Some programming languages can invoke local tools and Web services. Researchers can compose workflows as they like by using programming languages. However, in order to use those programming languages, researchers should have high programming skill. Another way is to use workflow composing tools such as Taverna 8) . Workflow composing tools, as its name indicates, help researchers with workflow composition. Many workflow composing tools have GUI interface, thus researchers can compose workflows intuitively. Researchers can compose workflows with few or no scripts by using workflow composing tools, because those tools hide complex architectures such as invoking of Web services. This is an easier way of workflow composition.
If researchers compose their workflows with a workflow composing tool, there is the problem about assurance of their workflows. The workflow composing tools do not care whether a tool can receive the data correctly from the previous tool, thus every tool can connect to every tool on those workflow composing tools. But if there is difference of data format between an output of the former tool and an input of the latter tool, data-flow does not run correctly. Therefore researchers should check all data-flow on their workflows strictly.
Workflow Reuse
For the difficulty of workflow composition, the concept "Workflow Composition by Reusing Validated Workflows" arise 10) . This concept is to modify validated workflows when researchers compose new workflows.
Validated workflows are the workflows composed by other researchers and those are confirmed as work correctly. Figure 3 shows an image of the concept. In this figure, the cylinder with "repository" shows the repository of workflows, the repository holds many validated workflows. "WF" shows validated workflows extracted from the repository for the target workflow. "tool" is a local tool or a Web service. "Target Workflow" is a workflow which researchers want to compose. A workflow can include other workflows as sub-workflows. In this concept, the validated workflows from the repository are also used as components like tools for the target workflow. By using validated workflows as components, researchers can compose assured workflows easily, because validated workflows should run correctly. Even if researchers are not satisfied with the validated workflows, they can improve those workflows to compose target workflows. They improve an existing workflow that is close enough to be the basis of a new workflow for a different purpose, and making small changes to it. Such an approach is the popular view in semantic Web services 10) . Actually researchers in bioinformatics often use similar data-flows with small changes. As described in section 1, collections of workflows are now starting to pile up in some institutions such as myGrid (http://workflows. mygrid.org.uk/repository/). The workflow reuse will be more important in near future.
However researchers cannot reuse workflows easily. Because it is hard to search for reusable workflows from the repository. The reason of this issue is the lack of information on workflows. Workflows have only flows of tools and simple names of tools, inputs or outputs. Thus researchers can search for one tool within workflows by the tool name, but they cannot search for the combination of tools from the repository by query function such as "Gene Annotation". There are few hints on workflows to consider that whether their functions are "Gene Annotation".
Search against Repository
In order to extract reusable workflows from the repository, it is needed to extract workflows having similar function to the query function. When researchers want to search for workflows, they have data types of input and output. Once data types are decided, those data types indicate their target function. Therefore it is necessary to search for and extract functionally similar workflows from the repository by using data types of input and output as query. Workflows include one or more functions and one of them can be a target function, thus part of workflows also should be extracted. But there are ambiguities in descriptions on workflows. Thus we should consider how to extract workflows with tackling ambiguities of names and how to extract whole and a part of workflows based on their functions.
Method
In this section, we propose a method for extracting workflows from the repository of workflows.
Overview
Our method extracts workflows from the repository of workflows by a query. The query consists of a virtual workflow. The virtual workflow has names of input terminals, names of output terminals and one virtual tool. This virtual tool has no name and no ports. It only has a function designed by a user and our method predicts the function. Our method judges whether workflows in the repository have similar function to the function of the virtual workflow. The workflows in the repository are made with Taverna 8) that is one of the workflow composing tools. Taverna is the most widely used workflow composing tool in bioinformatics. There are ambiguities on workflow descriptions of Taverna, thus information that we can use are restricted. Taverna workflow can only use names of tools, input/output ports, input terminals and output terminals on workflows without data types or data formats.
Our aim is to extract functionally similar workflows by considering functions on workflows. We regard workflows having similar functions hold similar types of input terminals and output terminals. We also regard a combination of data types on the input terminals and output terminals as a function of the workflow. Especially we regard data types on output terminals as important. If the output terminals of two workflows have similar data types, we suppose those are candidates of similar workflows and use data types on input terminals to accurize the similarity. Unfortunately workflows do not have such data types at present. For this problem, we consider names of input terminals, output terminals, input ports and output ports of tools are semantically similar to the data types. For example, when an input terminal has a name "sequence", we consider "sequence" represents a characteristic of the data on the input terminal. In order to extract similar workflows with similarity of data types on input terminals and output terminals, we use simple text matching of their names. Some workflows are still uncertain whether they have similar functions to the function indicated by the query. Thus we use Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 11) weight. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection. We implemented filtering algorithm Apr. 2007 with TF-IDF to screen out uncertain results. Figure 4 shows the image of extraction by our method. Our method receives a virtual workflow, and then extracts workflows that are considered as having similar function to the function of the virtual workflow from the repository. For example, they input a virtual workflow having input terminals and output terminals such as "sequence", "database" and "multiple alignment" when researchers want to extracts workflows that invoke functions homology search and multiple alignment. Then, in Fig. 4 , the combinations "BLAST"-"ClustalW" and "FASTA"-"MEME" are extracted as the combinations having similar function.
Algorithm
Input and output of our method are as follows:
Input: a virtual workflow, repository of workflows Output: workflows Our method consists of three steps.
Step1:
Extract the candidates of functionally similar workflows from the repository by the names of output terminals in the virtual workflow.
Step2:
Screen out candidates by the names of input terminals in the virtual workflow.
Step3:
Eliminate uncertain workflows with TF-IDF. In order to describe our method, we represent workflows as labeled directed acyclic graph. We define the graph with following notations.
V : V indicates a set of nodes. The nodes represent tools, input terminals and output terminals of the workflow. Labels of the nodes mean names of the tools and the terminals.
E indicates a set of edges. The edges mean the connectivity in workflows. v 1 is the source of an edge and v 2 is the destination of the edge. The edges have two labels at the source point and destination point. Their labels mean name of the output port and name of the input port respectively.
L indicates a set of labels. L(V ) means labels of nodes. L s (E) means labels of source point on the edges. L d (E) means labels of destination point on the edges.
G = (V, E, L):
G indicates workflows. For example, the workflow (a) in Fig. 4 ,
We also use notations G query as the virtual workflow, G repository as the set of workflows in the repository and G repository as a workflow in G repository . We use a following function in the 
Step1: Similarity Search with
Output Names In this step, we extract the candidates of the functionally similar workflows that can be considered as functionally similar from the repository by names of output terminals in the query. We define functionally similar workflow as follows: the workflow receives one or several data as inputs and results of workflow are the similar to the target workflow. Therefore we search nodes from the workflows in the repository that are similar to the names of output terminals on the virtual workflows. Then we consider the sub graph that consists of ancestors of extracted nodes as candidates.
Our method extract nodes according to the following conditions. 
(1) Then our method outputs ancestor sub graph of
In above equations, E query is a set of edges of a virtual workflow. E repository is a set of edges of a workflow in the repository. v repository d is a destination node of an edge and v repository s is a source node of an edge.
We extract the nodes satisfies the expression (1). Then we output G that is a set of workflows G consists of the ancestors of the extracted nodes. G is a sub graph of G repository .
For example, the equation (1) is calculated as follows in the situation of Fig. 4 . Fig. 6 . In workflow (a'), v 5 is an end node.
Step2: Similarity Search with
Input Names In this step, we search nodes from workflows extracted in Step1 that can be considered as functionally similar with names of input terminals in the query. Our method screens out the candidates of Step1 and outputs survived candidates as G by the following condition. G is a set of G = (V , E , L ) . G is a survived workflow in expression (2) . In the following condition, v is a node does not have outbound.
(2) For example, the equation (2) is calculated as follows in the situation of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 .
, L s (e 2 )) = T RUE v 1 and v 2 satisfy the condition. Therefore a sub workflow (a") is extracted as G like Fig. 7. 3.2.3 Step3: Elimination of Uninformative Results with TF-IDF In this step, we eliminate the uninformative candidates with TF-IDF. The expression of TF-IDF scoring is as follows.
where w is the score of a word, tf is the number of occurrences of the word w in the workflows in the repository, df is the number of workflows containing the word w and N is the total number of the workflows. We used names of input ports, output ports and tools in a workflow as target words for the TF-IDF.
First we calculate TF-IDF for all words in a workflow from G query and G and get a keyword that has the highest score in a workflow as follows.
KEY (data):
This keyword is obtained from
and L d (e) with TF-IDF. Therefore this keyword indicates a name of input, output or ports in G query and G .
KEY (tool):
This keyword is obtained from L(v) and L (v) with TF-IDF. Therefore this key- When comlen/s 1len ≥ 0.5 and comlen/s 2len ≥ 0.5, match returns TRUE. The thresholds differ from Step2, because the s1 and s2 is manipulated equivalently in Step3. Finally we output the survived workflows in G as the results of our method.
Experiment

Results
In order to evaluate our method, we implemented and applied it to the workflow data of Taverna. The data had 197 workflows and the number of tools included in those workflows was 1458. We got these workflows from repositories of myGrid (http://workflows.mygrid. org.uk/repository/) and the examples distributed with Taverna.
We divide into our method to two parts, querying with virtual workflow and TF-IDF filtering. In order to validate our method, we had some experiments for the querying, filtering and combination of them. Table 1 shows the extraction result by querying with virtual workflow. It consists of Step1 and Step2. "correct" and "incorrect" show the correct/incorrect number in the extracted results. We had an experiment with leave-one-out to the all workflows. We checked the extracted result manually. When both virtual workflow (query) and the extracted workflow receive similar input data and generate similar output data respectively, we considered two workflows are candidates of the similar workflows. Then we checked whether the extracted workflow works alternatively on some level in a biological process. In this point, when we considered the extracted workflow as it generates almost same data with small changes, we judged the result is correct. We could extract functionally similar workflows with 90.5% correctness. But there were still 15 incorrect results. Whether TF-IDF filtering can eliminate these incorrect results is important point.
Querying with Virtual Workflow
TF-IDF Filtering
It consists of Step3. In order to validate filtering, we had an experiment with leave-oneout to the all workflows. Then we checked the extracted results manually. The criteria of the functional similarity are same as in querying with virtual workflow.
Result (a) in Table 2 shows that we could not filter the workflows well with the keyword obtained by TF-IDF. This problem was occurred because of a difference between the sizes of two workflows. There were many workflows that have similar parts around the obtained keyword. Therefore we changed criteria of the correct result in the result (b). When two workflows have similar parts around the keywords, we counted the pair as a correct result. Then the correctness improved to 61.9%. This result shows that the correctness will be higher if we compared similar size workflows. Therefore it is necessary to cut out small part from a workflow to use this filtering. Table 3 shows the extraction results by querying with virtual workflow and the combination (our method). "virtual" indicates the method "Querying with Virtual Workflow". This result is same as Table 1 . "combination" indicates the our method that is combination of querying and filtering.
Combination
As a result, we could extract workflows in terms of the function by names on workflow. We extracted functionally similar workflows in Step2. The correctness was 90.5% and there were still 15 incorrect results. Then, in Step3, we could eliminate 14 incorrect results with TF-IDF. After Step3, the correctness was improved to 99.2%.
Extraction Example
We show two examples of the result workflows. First we show a set of two workflows (Fig. 8) . The query workflow was composed of the input and output terminals from the left one. The right one was an extracted workflow by our method. It shows the correct result extracted in Step2 and it also passed the Step3 successfully. The query workflow has a function to get MEDLINE ID by Probeset ID. The extracted workflow has a function to get MEDLINE Record by Probeset ID. In this case, name of input terminals have same name between two workflows and name of output terminals "medlineid" and "medline" are similar. The query workflow gets "medlineid" with "probesetid" and extracted workflow gets "medline" with a tool "ProbeSetId". Data management on their workflow is almost same. Therefore we considered two workflows as functionally similar workflows, although two workflows do not have same function, extracted one gets "medlineid" on its process after getting "medline".
Second, we also show the two workflows extracted by our method (Fig. 9) . The query workflow was composed of the input and output terminals from the left one. The right one was the extracted workflow. This result shows the incorrect result extracted in Step2, but the extracted workflow was eliminated in Step3. The query workflow has a function to merge two input strings. On the other hand, the extracted workflow has a function to get formatted BIND record and split it. BIND is one of the biology databases. In this case there were similar names of input terminals and output terminals on workflow (in this case, there were same names), but two workflows seemed to have opposite function (Marge and Split). Then the method checked TF-IDF keyword on workflows in Step3. Table 4 shows the keywords extracted with TF-IDF filtering. There were few similarity between those keyword, thus we could eliminate this extracted workflow correctly from results (each KEY data were little bit similar, but matching ratio were lower than threshold). This result was also a good result.
In order to help making new workflow, our 
Discussion
Our method could extract workflows from the repository. Results were not limited to whole workflow in the repository. Our method extracted a part of whole workflow (subworkflow).
The correctness of the extracting seemed to have enough high-ratio. Thus there were functional meaning in the combination of names of input terminals and output terminals on workflows. But there were also eliminated workflows in spite of correct workflows. The correctness of the elimination (Step3) was 48.2% (14/29).
This ratio was not so high. As a future work, we have to improve elimination in Step3 with TF-IDF or other algorithms.
Conclusion
We proposed a method to extract workflows from their repository that are similar to a query workflow. In order to extract the workflows, we used text matching of the names and the connection between tools. Then we improved correctness of the extraction with TF-IDF. The results seemed good enough for researchers to use extracted workflow as a component or for improvement to their research.
